
In 3-months, we generated a 157% growth in conversions without increasing the budgets 

for any campaigns. We also boosted the conversion rate to over 4x the industry average and supported 

significant month-over-month increases in new patient volumes for the targeted specialties. 

One of the largest multi-specialty providers  (with clinics and surgery centers located 

throughout the state) provides treatment options for a range of patients and conditions and are focused on 

providing a high level of care and attention to patients by managing every step of the patient journey. By 

offering specialized medical treatments and personalized care, they are a growing alternative to corporate 

hospital networks. 

To quickly increase their website visits and leads around several growing specialties, they were using Google 

Ads to reach potential patients when searching for conversion-focused keywords. They were not getting the 

 they wanted from their current agency and chose to partner with  based 

on our calculated plan for growth. We re-built ad groups to increase Quality Scores, removed research-focused 

keywords that weren't converting, added site & callout extensions, and added many negative keywords to 

minimize click waste. 
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Steps to Success:Steps to Success:

Creative Ad Copywriting

Keyword Refinement

Keyword Match Type Selection 

Ad Extension Optimizations

The Results

157%
IncreaseIncrease in Conversions

37%
IncreaseIncrease in New Users (Google Ads)

In the first 3-months, conversions increased by 157% with a rate of conversion

4X the industry average using a conversion-focused Google Ads strategy. 

4x
Better Conversion Rate than Industry

Standard (Healthcare Vertical)
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